
Your First Jeremias Installation 

Use this QR Code to go immediately to our Youtube Channel using your QR code scanner app on your 

smartphone. See Videos showing how to install Jeremias venting right now on your smartphone. These may 

be useful for your installers while in the field. 

This one shows the entire Jeremias YouTube Channel of videos. 

It can be viewed at: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCepK9GXTKAxYgMIbrTaR0PQ 

 

 

Here are some things to get you started on your first Jeremias Installation. 

We know you don’t like to read instructions, but this product is not like any others. It is just different. So 

please, watch the videos and read the instructions. Then use the CAD drawing as a map and start from 

the appliance. 

DO NOT start at the roof and work down. It will not fit easily this way. Start at the appliance and work 

up. DO NOT assemble any pieces in between- do one at a time. Be careful when lining up parts- see 

that no insulation gets in the way. If you have trouble aligning it, pull the inner wall liner out slightly 

from the male end and guide it carefully into the female inner wall. Use the KL paste- its really just a 

lube.  

Print out the INSTALL Instructions and take them with you. It has pictures in it. Print out the JI-

Installation-Assembly pdf. It is all pictures that will explain how to easily assemble the parts. Watch the 

videos on YouTube! You will be very glad you did these important steps! 

1. Start at the appliance adapter.  
2. Look at the CAD Drawing, see what part goes next. Do not skip parts and/or move ahead. 
3. Go one piece at a time, working up 
4. Angles are harder. Watch the videos! Don’t be afraid to hit it with a piece of wood in between as 

in videos. 
5. Anchor the Support Plate to something sturdy- use something like angle iron, not threaded rod 
6. Leave at least 2”-3” of space between the pipe and anything that can burn 
7. Follow directions 

 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCepK9GXTKAxYgMIbrTaR0PQ

